
Installation kit includes the following items:

* 1X 2-ISO 110 mm. metal bracket 
* 1X Radio trim
* 2X Mounting plates 
* 2X Mounting spacers 
* 4X Screws 
* 2X Cushion 
* 2X Radio keys

Installation manual for:
Alfa 159 2005 -->/ Brera/ 

Spider 10 2006 -- >

* Mount the plates.
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Use this hole

Use this hole

We advice to use the following positions.
Other positions are also possible.

Use position 2 marked with a cross.
Use position 12 & 14 marked with an arrow.
Measured from left to right.

We advice to use the following positions.
Other positions are also possible.

Use position 2 marked with a cross.
Use position 14 & 16 marked with an arrow
Measured from left to right.

EXAMPLE

Remark: The fixing position can be different between Audio and Multimedia unit!



1        2 

3        4 

5        6 

Remove radio using radio removal 
keys. Remove plastic cover around 
gearlever. Use wedge and start at the 
location of the arrows with wedge.

Remove 2 outside air ventilation 
shafts using a wedge. Start at the 
location of the arrows. 

Remove 2 screws at the location of 
the arrows. 
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Remove original metal bracket from 
dashboard. Remove 4 screws at the 
location of the arrows. 

Remove 4 raised edges at the location 
of the arrows with remove. 
Make 2 grooves of 5mm wide at the 
location of the arrows with groove. 

Remove 4 screws at the location of 
the arrows. 
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7        8 

Connect all of the needed wiring harnesses and check all connections carefully
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Place dashboard panel back en mount 
metal bracket. Connect all wiring. 

Place back all panels in reverse order. 
Place head unit and place rim. 
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Place back all panels in reverse order.
Place head unit and place trim.


